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Time to

unlock the 
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overseas
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Making a Plan

A travel plan begins by identifying your personal interests
and a time of year that fits your comfort level weather-
wise. From there, you’ll want to learn as much as possible
about the cities or countries you’d like to visit.  Info about
touring is easy to find online, but you should start with
TripAdvisor. Pay attention to the dates of traveler reviews,
since things do change over time. After that, check the
latest editions of guidebooks for local temperatures and
precipitation, maps, official websites, museum/site hours
and other pertinent details.  Both the Rick Steves and
Travel Channel DVD series are also worth a peak. For my
trip, I wanted to explore ancient history, ceramics and
countries around the Mediterranean.

Here are some photos from my first stop in Paris…
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Scheduling an Itinerary

• Depending on how many cities you’ll visit, your
itinerary must factor in several variables:

– Distance and travel times

– Scheduled flights, trains or other transit options

– Open hours of museums and other venues (Many
close at least one day each week.)

– Scheduled tours, exhibitions or events

– Cost and availability of lodging in each city

– Climate and weather

•  Also keep in mind that it may be possible to fly
somewhere for free, simply by booking a non-direct flight
with a long layover in a third city. For my trip, I purchased
a Rome to Istanbul flight with a 24-hr layover in Athens.



• Most travel experts deem it inadvisable to cram too
many cities into one trip. Too much of your journey is
spent hauling luggage and transiting from point to
point. But you can get around this to some extent by
stowing your suitcase at an airport or rail station for a
small fee, then toting just a backpack. (Be sure to
bring luggage locks.)

• Nevertheless, two nights per hotel is easier on body
and soul, and the occasional cancelled flight, closed
museum or local public transit strike won’t have as
much impact on your itinerary.

I took an early morning flight from Paris to Pisa, Italy, then continued
onto to Florence via a train that left from the airport. You can fly
directly to Florence, but it will cost you two or three times the price.
The Trenitalia train takes about an hour and costs $11.
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Shopping for Flights Abroad

• By monitoring airline prices, and being flexible with dates, you
can usually find a transatlantic trip in the $750 to $1,300 range,
depending on where you live. Travel experts recommend booking
3 months in advance, but that’s a long time to commit to a
nonrefundable fare. Trip cancellation insurance covers a death in
the family, a personal injury or lost job, but not much else.  Civil
turmoil in a country (like Egypt) and armed conflict are not
covered.  Only if the airline cancels or changes a leg of your trip
can you claim a full refund for the whole purchase.

• I was able to secure a $960 fare with United Airlines 3 weeks
before my planned departure date. It covered the outgoing
Newark to Paris leg (a nonstop), and returning from Istanbul to
Chicago via Munich. Since I live in Sacramento, I used a $360
voucher from Southwest to fly to and from the eastern U.S. (I
earned it by giving up my seat on an oversold flight.) Then, to
lessen the wear and tear of the long journey, I decided to spend
the night in both New York and Chicago.  Of course, staying at
hotels in both these cities didn’t come cheap



• Two places to search for flights abroad are Kayak
and United.  Both websites list trips for multiple
airlines and have a “Multi-City” search feature. While
roundtrips are the cheapest, you have to factor in the
cost (in time, as well as money) of needing to return
to the arrival airport once your itinerary is completed.
It may make more sense to fly home from a different
city, and the multi-city option allows you to do this.

• As for fares, they vary widely, depending on days of
travel, the airports involved and the occasional airline
sale. Nowadays, many companies want every seat
filled with a passenger, so they may lower the fare for
an entire trip if one of their flights isn’t filling up. By
checking different dates and airport combinations,
you should eventually sniff out a great bargain, even
within a few weeks of taking off.



• Flight departure and arrival times:  If a flight leaves before 7 a.m.,
you may have trouble getting to the airport. Late night travel should
also be avoided.  Of course, most flights to Europe are red-eyes
due to the time difference between the continents. Ideally, you’d
want to fly out in the evening and arrive after 10 a.m., since most
hotels don’t start check-in until 2 p.m.

• Airline flying each leg:  Check to see if another carrier is involved.
Most U.S. airlines partner with reputable companies like Lufthansa
and KLM, but if you see a smaller, unfamiliar name handling a leg,
you might want to research its safety record.

• Flight duration and layovers:  A direct flight to or from Europe is
always your first choice, if you can find one at a good price. When
one or two stops are involved, check the layover times.  Generally,
a one-stop with an 8-hour (or more) layover is easier to endure
than a flight with two 4-hour layovers.  A longer layover allows you
time to tour around the stopover city, or else check into a hotel to
sleep if it’s at night.

But price isn’t the only criteria to consider when buying a transatlantic
excursion.  Here are a few other things:



• Whatever you do, don’t rush your decision.  While a
cheap fare may disappear quickly, be patient and
another deal should pop up shortly.  Just to be safe,
have your trip booked no later than about 3 weeks
before departure (and earlier for peak period travel).
When you purchase your tickets, also make sure
there’s at least a 24-hour free cancellation policy.

• It’s preferable to book directly with an airline rather
than a travel agency. Agencies charge extra fees for
changes and are often harder to reach by phone. And
when you book directly on an airline site, you’ll have
direct access to the reservation. Don’t forget to sign
up for the frequent flyer program, so you can get
credit for your miles.

From Florence, I took a fast train to Rome’s Termini Station in the
afternoon.  That left me a few hours of daylight to see the ruins...
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Regional and Local Transportation

• For flights around Europe, many budget carriers have emerged
in recent years. Whereas travelers used take overnight trains,
it’s now often cheaper to fly. And probably the best place to
shop for deals is the site SkyScanner, since it includes the
schedules of the new airlines (most of them, anyway). When
traveling to and from airports, you can also avoid paying cab
fare, since most cities offer trains and direct buses that make
the trip about as quick, if not quicker, than a taxi or private
shuttle. However, if you’re traveling with two or three other
people, or have tons of luggage, a taxi may be preferable.

• Rail trains and buses are still the way to go for short hop travel.
Trains are more fun, faster and likely to stick to the schedule.
They’re also more expensive, so booking early online is a must.
I got a fare of $25 for my Florence to Rome train by purchasing
over two months in advance.  Of course, when you buy a low-
fare ticket, you may be locked into a specific day and time.  If
you arrive at the station too late, the ticket is worthless and you’ll
end up paying the highest possible price for your journey. Thus,
you can opt to buy a changeable ticket and pay a little extra.



• In Europe, subways are your best friend.  Most major cities have
one (except small ones like Florence), and the fares are cheap.
Other benefits:

- Unlike buses, each upcoming stop is announced.

- It’s easier to get directions, since stations are usually staffed with
English speakers. In many cases, you’ll find a large map of the
surrounding streets as you exit.

- Check the internet or guidebooks for a subway route map you can
copy or print out, then bring with you.

From Rome, I flew to Athens to enjoy my 24-hour “free” stopover....

• Unless you’re planning to traipse around the vineyards of Tuscany,
you should avoid renting a car. (Take the #7 bus from Florence to
Fiesole instead.) Gas prices are high in Europe.  Also, locating an
English speaker to give you directions can be a challenge.  If you do
need a rental, stick with a big company. Or at least check the reviews
before signing up. Some travelers say they discovered extra charges
on their credit card bill after returning home from the trip.
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Booking Hotels

• Trivago is like the Kayak of hotel searching.  It
combines Expedia and many other databases into
one.  Even better, in the lefthand column, you’ll find
several filters, including price and neighborhood (or
nearest landmark).  This makes it a snap to hone in
on your preferences.  Just enter your travel dates and
number of travelers at the top.  To learn more about a
particular hotel, select the booking company offering
the best price and click the link.  That takes you to its
site, and there you can get all the details and make a
reservation.

• Be sure to read traveler reviews about the hotel
before reserving.  If necessary, Google the hotel’s
name and “reviews” to find out as much as you can.



• It’s also important to identify your criteria for a hotel before
starting the search.  Here’s an example of what you might
look for:

– Must be within short walking distance of an RER station
(Paris), due to an early a.m. flight the next day.

– Quiet at night.

– Private bathroom.

– Free wifi.

– Accepts Visa/Mastercard

– Free cancellation with 48 hours notice.

• Budget hotels sometimes come up short on the above
requirements (especially the private bathroom).  But if you
book early, you can usually get a good deal at a quality inn.

• Be wary of the lesser known booking sites.  Travelers have
complained that their reservations were either not forwarded
to the hotel, or that they had to pay more at check-in than the
site indicated. Expedia and Booking.com are your best bets.



• While offering access to a kitchen and the chance to
socialize with fellow travelers, hostels should always
be considered a last resort.  Getting a decent night’s
sleep is a challenge in any dorm situation.  There’s
also a 50% chance you’ll be assigned an upper bunk.

• In cities like New York, however, hostels may be the
only affordable option.  Check HostelBookers or
HostelWorld for availability.  Typically, you’ll have to
make a nonrefundable 10% down payment when
using these booking sites.  If you call the hostel
directly, you may be able to avoid the pre-payment.

I flew to Istanbul from Athens to tour the last country on my
itinerary.  Because Turkey requires a visa, I applied for and
downloaded it online before the trip. It cost $20 via the official
consulate site.  You can buy a visa at the airport (or other entry
point), but that means standing in line twice instead of once to clear
passport control.
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Money Matters

• The average two-week trip to Europe for a solo traveler on a
shoestring budget may break down into the following
expenditures:

– $750 to $1,300 for the transatlantic flights (depending on
where you live).

– $300 to $600 for travel between several cities or countries.

– $700 to $900 for 13 hotel nights, at $40-$85 per night.

– $350 for museums, tour sites, ground transport, meals and
other expenses (assuming supermarket food or low-cost
dining).  Add more money for organized tours and souvenirs.

– $100 to $150 for visas, travel gear, a phone SIM card and
other pre-trip costs.

• Since foreign travel can present issues for U.S. bank cards, plan
to bring at least two cards. If you have bad credit or are
unemployed, try to get a “secured” credit card from Capitol One
or another major bank.  Then use it as a backup to your bank
ATM card, which itself should have a Visa/Mastercard logo.



• It’s essential to call your bank and/or credit card issuers 2 weeks
before your trip and quote them your travel dates and countries.
A note will be placed on your account authorizing any foreign
transactions.  The banks will, in turn, give you contact phone
numbers for making a collect call.  This is in the event that an
authorization to withdraw funds or make a purchase is denied.

• When booking travel, tours or hotels on foreign websites, you
may also run into trouble using credit and debit cards.  Visa and
Mastercard have both introduced new verification features to
make these transactions go more smoothly.  Read and follow
the instructions that appear onscreen.  (You may need to set up
an additional password for each account.)

• With some regional air carriers, you’ll have to call their
international numbers and have an agent process your bank
card after making a reservation online.  (Be sure to write down
the confirmation number.)  Listen carefully to the recording for
the announcement “For English, press…”.  Some airlines, like
Atlas Jet, will let you leave a message with your phone number,
then call you back in about half an hour.



• Another aspect of trip finances is understanding exchange rates.
The U.S. dollar is weak against the euro, so every euro you buy
will cost about $1.35 (as of Oct. 2013).  With the Turkish lira,
every dollar is worth about two lira, so you’ll get more bang for the
buck when visiting that country. A British pound costs $1.60.

• As a general rule, you should try to pay for as many transactions
as possible with your bank card, since this way you’ll get a better
exchange rate.  You will still need some hard currency, however,
and the most economical way to secure it is via an ATM machine.
There’s a transaction fee of about $2-$3 every time you get cash
on a debit card, so make the most of each withdrawal.

• The least economical way to obtain the local currency is through
a currency exchange shop that charges a commission.  Airports
offer the worst rates, so you should only exchange lots of
currency there if you expect difficulty finding other options in the
city or wherever else you’re headed.  (Major airports typically
have multiple ATM machines available.)

From Istanbul, I booked a cheap flight to Kayseri (Cappadocia) on
Atlas Jet.  The airline also provided free shuttle service to Goreme.
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More Travel Tips
• You need a passport to travel outside the United States.  It normally

takes a few weeks to process the document, so apply A.S.A.P.
Designated post offices across the country have passport counters.
Check the U.S.P.S website to find the nearest location.

• New TSA regulations limit the size of containers and tubes you can carry
on a flight to 3.4 ounces.  This includes filled water bottles, shampoo,
sunscreen and toothpaste.  Also, you must pack these items together in
a 1-quart Ziplock bag.  For more info, visit the TSA website.

• Print an itinerary listing each flight, train, hotel, & tour site with directions.

• Pickpocket thieves target tourist sites, rail stations and buses throughout
Europe.  Wearing a money belt (with a pouch for your passport, credit
cards, cash, tickets and important docs) is your best defense.

• Because roaming charges are high, you’ll save money by keeping your
mobile phone in airplane mode.  Free wifi is available at some airports,
most hotels, Starbucks outlets and McDonalds worldwide.  If you want to
make phone calls, consider having your phone unlocked and buy an
international SIM card. Keep in mind that many countries have older
networks, so newer mobile devices may not work. Check this chart.

• Make sure you bring a camera, so you can preserve your memories of
the trip. Along with your mobile device, it should be equipped with a large
enough memory card to hold all your shots.  You’ll also need a travel
adapter to charge your batteries in Europe’s 240V electrical system.



• In Europe, a rail ticket must be validated BEFORE boarding.  Stick it in
the time stamp machine at the head of the platform. Otherwise, the
conductor will go into a species of snake dance and you may get fined.
The only exception is a ticket bought online for a single day and time.

• Some subways without entry turnstiles (e.g. Athens), and some bus
systems also require you to time stamp your ticket.  If there’s a spot
inspection on board, you’ll have to present it as proof of payment.

• In Florence, the Uffizi and Accademia museums sell out daily.  It’s best
to call in a reservation or buy your tickets online from the official Italian
website. Advance tickets are also recommended for the Louvre.

• Be aware of the vast number of gypsy children who work tourist
locations as pickpockets, panhandlers, or entertainers.  They are little
more than child slaves controlled by organized syndicates.  If possible,
offer them food instead of money.

• In Turkey, many feral cats and dogs roam the streets of every city.
While spade/neuter programs have been initiated, few locals appear to
be caring for these creatures. Packages of salami or lunch meat bought
at a supermarket can go a long way to providing sustenance.

• Keep a supply of tissue or napkins handy for rest room stops.  In many
locations, you’ll have to pay an attendant to use the toilet.

The last two stops on my trip were the ruins at Ephesus, and
Selcuk, the gateway city to this popular site.
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THE END

Bon Voyage!


